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Mental health
survey reveals
mixed reactions to
campus resources

Student campaigning
efforts culminate in
midterm election party

Last spring, College Government (CG) administered a survey
to students to gauge awareness of mental health issues and
campus resources for mental health care, such as the peer health
organizations and the Stone Counseling Center. Around 14 percent
of the student body, or 356 participants, completed the survey.
Respondents indicated that the presence of many peer health
organizations were not visible to students. Anxiety, depression
and eating disorders were the most cited health concerns. The
survey results revealed that students had limited knowledge of
psychotic and personality disorders; however, they expressed a
desire to learn more about different mental health issues.
Additionally, approximately 58 percent of respondents
have gone to the Stone Center and overall indicated positive
experiences. However, students who have not gone for counseling
indicated that they did not go because they heard it was unhelpful,
encountered difficulty with scheduling appointments or did not
think it was necessary.
At Senate on Monday, Nov. 3, CG President Hana Glasser ’15
presented the survey results and explained the importance of
collaboration to address student concerns.
“As CG and myself continue to work on mental health, we are
doing this as holistically as possible,” Glasser explained. “A lot of
our data is about the Stone Center but this initiative is not about
the Stone Center. It is about what every part of the institution,
students included, can do to help students the most.”
CG is working with the Stone Center to address student concerns
and improve transparency between the Stone Center and students.
According to Glasser, students want to know about the Stone
Center’s hiring process and whether or not their feedback will be
taken into account.
“Students want to know how counselors are hired and what each
counselor’s specialty is,” Glasser remarked. “They want to know
how their feedback is being used and what changes will be made
as a result.”
Robin Cook-Nobles, administrative director of the counseling
service and chief psychologist, attributes the negative perception
of the Stone Center to Wellesley’s small campus.
“This is a small community so if one person has a less than
ideal experience they might complain to others who then might
tell others,” Cook-Nobles said. “Once there is a negative belief, it
is hard to change it.”
Despite the negative comments and feedback, Cook-Nobles
appeals to students who need help to try the Stone Center and
encourages them to find the right client and therapist bond. She
further asserts that the Stone Center’s top priority is to give good
care to students.
An anonymous student responded to the survey and commented
on the counselors’ lack of cultural competency.
“Counselors at the Stone Center need to become more aware of
cultural differences and adjust therapy methods to the culture or
background of students rather than expecting them to change,” an
anonymous student said.
Cook-Nobles was surprised by the criticism regarding the staff’s
cultural competency and believes that the Stone Center’s staff is
diverse and adequately trained to work with students from various
backgrounds.
“I remain surprised by students feeling that we are not crossculturally sensitive or competent. We have one of the most diverse
staff on campus and social, cultural, contextual and political
experiences of our clients are always taken into consideration,”
Cook-Nobles explained. “We bring speakers in each year for

Around 150 students gathered at a party hosted by CPLA in the Pendleton Atrium to watch results from
the midterm election on Tuesday.

By KARA BANSON ’17
Staff Writer
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By CYNTHIA CHEN ’18
Staff Writer
Amidst red, white and blue balloons and an almost
palpable excitement, students gathered in Pendleton
Atrium to stream the live results from the midterm
elections yesterday. Senators and representatives all
over the country had been working hard to win the
quadrennial elections, and Wellesley students had
been doing the same to encourage students to vote
and get involved in the election.
The Committee for Political and Legislative
Awareness (CPLA), Wellesley’s non-partisan
political committee in College Government,
partnered with the Wilson Fund, Knapp Social
Center, Wellesley College Democrats, Wellesley
College Republicans and the Schneider Board of
Governors to host an election night party last night.
Around 150 students convened on Nov. 4 with
boxes of pizza to watch the news in anticipation for
the election results.
“This night is not necessarily for the results, but
how Wellesley [students] can watch together and
take a night from to homework to foster bipartisan
dialogue and have fun,” Hannah Flesch ’16 said.
Others feel that this sense of community was not
always present at Wellesley’s political functions.
“In 2012, [the election party] was on a little bigger
scale, [but] it was very one sided,” Allie Carbonaro

’16 said.
This year, students joined together to watch
broadcasts from Fox News and MSNBC.
“There is definitely a lot of excitement; people
have been talking about [the election] for the past
two weeks,” Julia Tazartes ’18 said. “I think it’s
really nice how they created this environment for
everyone to look at the election.”
Throughout the night, students ardently debated
over state predictions.
“In France, you don’t really talk about elections
between people, and this is really cool because
people talk about it it a lot and experience it
together,” Yasmine Akhavan ’18, an exchange
student, said.
On the other hand, students such as Imara
McMillan ’17 felt that the excitement at Wellesley
was lacking.
“I feel like its a very muted level, which doesn’t
surprise me, since there’s a lot of people voting
absentee,” McMillan reflected. “I’m curious to see
how this election will compare to 2016, because it
has been relatively quiet even in a politically active
campus.”
Throughout the semester, CPLA has been
helping studnets to register to vote. CPLA hosted
voter registration drives, where representatives
the organization helped students complete voting
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CG aims to reform institutional resources
and destigmatize mental illness

Continued from page 1

seminars on diversity, and I am committed
to diversity and in having a diverse staff
with varied experiences, perspectives,
identities, education and training.”
Many students also cited difficulty they
had with making appointments with the
Stone Center.
“When I’ve had episodes outside of my
scheduled appointment times, I feel like
I have nowhere to turn,” an anonymous
respondent commented. “To get into the
Stone Center immediately, you practically
have to tell them you’re suicidal, and even
if you think that might be a problem, it’s
hard to admit it to yourself and say it to a
receptionist.”
When asked about students’ trouble
with making appointments, the Stone
Center explained that it had been short
on office staff, who are responsible for
answering phones and scheduling student
appointments. Additionally, they lacked a
counselor and have now hired a temporary
clinician and increased hours of part-time
staff members. Currently, it typically takes
a week to see a counselor and sometimes
students may need to wait 10 days.
However, the Stone Center does reserve
an hour each day to accommodate student
emergencies.
Although a week may seem like a long
period of time, Cook-Nobles points out that
for external counseling resources, it can
take several weeks to get an appointment
with a therapist. The Stone Center is
currently discussing the possibility of
extending office hours and incorporating
drop-in hours with the administration.
The CG’s partnership with the Stone
Center hopes to implement a resident hall
based counselor. Each hall will be assigned
a counselor who will not live in the dorms
but will be introduced to the students in
the beginning of the academic year. The
goal is for students to feel comfortable
and recognize the assigned counselor as
a valuable resource. Glasser believes that
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Students in the mental health survey expressed concern about the cultural sensitivity,
appointment system and overall transparency of the Stone Center.
this will help make the Stone Center more
visible to students.
“The Stone Center’s location as an
isolated building on the hill is damaging,”
Glasser explained. “People who work at
the Stone Center are part of the community
and are working to make it stronger. We
want to see them and engage with them.
From the survey, students want that
connection with the Stone Center.”
Active Minds, an organization aimed
at dissipating the stigma surrounding
mental illness, hosts general meetings

every other Wednesday where they
discuss specific illnesses. Stephanie Eby
’15, president of Active Minds, explains
that these conversations are designed to
spread awareness about disorders among
students. However, these conversations are
not intended to help students self-diagnose
or diagnose others.
Additionally, Eby mentioned that it is
important to open up the conversation
about mental illness on campus since many
symptoms arise during one’s college years.
This becomes more difficult for students

who are away from family and previous
support systems.
However, students indicated that Active
Minds was less visible than other peer
health groups. Eby explained that this
might be due to the confusion about
their relationship with Mental Health
Educators (MHEs). MHEs are members
of Active Minds who serve as the liaison
between students and the Stone Center.
Working in their residential halls, MHEs
guide students and inform them about
the campus resources available, such
as the Stone Center’s office hours and
how students can make appointments.
The Stone Center also offers an online
screening forum on their website, which
helps to assesses whether a student needs
to seek counseling.
CG will also work with Lori Tenser,
dean of the first year class, in hopes of
integrating mental health education into
orientation for the Class of 2019. Glasser
expressed that incoming students should
know what resources are available on
campus. She also believes that student
leaders in residential life, such as house
presidents and residential assistants, need
more training on how to deal with mental
health issues.
Glasser acknowledged that survey
responses indicated that students are
curious to know if the faculty receives
training about student mental health issues.
“There is a low understanding among
students about the conversations and
training faculty undergo,” Glasser said.
Provost Andrew Shennan and his office
will help reach out to faculty and ensure
that they know how to approach cases in
which students suffer from mental illness.
CG is currently discussing survey results
in collaboration with each of the offices
and organizations and is planning to further
address the concerns raised in the survey.
They will present their progress at Senate
regularly and Glasser will include the
updates in her President’s Corner updates
in The Wellesley News.

POLICE BLOTTER
10/29/14 Disturbance 12:05 p.m. New Dorms. The
reporting person (RP), a Wellesley College (WC) student,
called to report hearing shouting coming from the path
between the Science Center and the New Dorms. Officers
responded to the location and determined a student was
arguing with her boyfriend on the phone. Report filed.
Case closed.
10/30/14 Fire 2:20 p.m. Science Center. Officers
responded to a report of smoke at the Science Center.
Wellesley Fire Department (WFD) was notified and
responded. The WFD supervisor advised Wellesley
College Police Department (WCPD) the fire had been
extinguished. No injuries reported. Report filed. Case
closed.
10/31/14 Unclassified 10:03 a.m. Tower Court West.
The RP, a WC student, reported observing smoke
emanating from the microwave. The responding officer
reported someone placed a cloth from a heating pad in
the microwave. The officer unplugged the microwave and
removed the cloth. Report filed. Case closed.
11/01/14 Bicycle theft 2:13 p.m. Homestead. The RP,
a WC student, entered the station to report her unsecured
bicycle may have been stolen sometime between Oct. 24
and Oct. 27. An officer was dispatched to speak with the
student. Report filed. Case closed.
11/01/14 Found property 4:24 p.m. Campus Police
Headquarters. While conducting an inventory of found
property, a WCPD officer found two fake IDs. An officer
spoke with the WC student to whom the IDs belonged.
Report filed. Case referred.
11/02/14 Suspicious activity 12:58 a.m. Homestead.
While on routine patrol, a WCPD officer observed a
gathering in which alcohol was present. The officer
responded and identified those involved. The gathering
was disbanded and the alcohol confiscated. Report filed.
Case referred.
11/02/14 Bicycle theft 2:07 p.m. Stone-Davis Hall. The
RP, a WC student, entered the station to report her secured
bicycle was stolen sometime between Oct. 29 and Nov. 2.
An officer was dispatched to speak with the RP. Report
filed. Case closed.

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
By HANA GLASSER ’15
College Government President
Hello all!
Thank you so much to everyone who
participated in College Government’s (CG) first
ever Ideafest last Monday. It says a lot of good
things about Wellesley students that 150 of them
would spend three hours of the night before
Tanner hammering out ideas to make campus a
better place. As this was the first time we had ever
done something like this, we had no idea what to
expect, and we were blown out of the water by
the fantastic ideas that you came up with. College
Government is excited about all of the winning
projects and looks forward to turning them into
reality before the end of the year. Everyone who
attended should expect a quick feedback form via
email in the next week, so that we can make this
event even better for future generations.
Ideafest wasn’t the only recent CG event of
note. Also last week, we hosted our first ever
Halloween Co-op Crawl and the first meeting of
the Multicultural President’s Council, attended
a meeting of the Board of Trustees and received
confirmation of the student representatives to
the President’s Advisory Committee on Gender.
Congratulations to Kayla Bercu ’16, Agnes
Rieger ’17, Sam Mincheva ’17, Anna Thomas
’17 and Sofie Werthan ’18, who will serve as the
student voice to that committee. I encourage any
students with questions about the committee’s
work to reach out to these students.
This week is also a busy one, beginning with
the Seven Sisters Conference, which will take
place at Wellesley this weekend. The Seven
Sisters Conference is a yearly gathering of
student government members and Seven Sisters
representatives from the remaining Seven Sisters
schools: Wellesley, Smith, Mount Holyoke,
Barnard, Bryn Mawr and Vassar. We will spend
the weekend getting to know one another and
sharing stories and lessons from our respective

campuses with the end goal of being better able
to serve our own.
Additionally, this issue of the Wellesley News
contains an article on the results of last semester’s
mental health survey, but this will certainly not be
the last time that you hear about the survey or the
ensuing work around mental health on campus. I
think it is particularly important to underline that
everyone has a role — and an important role —
in improving our campus culture and institutional
resources. The Stone Center will be an important
part of these conversations, but they are not the
only part.
In the next few months, College Government
hopes to work to normalize talking about mental
health on campus among students. We will also
to work with ResLife to expand discussions
among student leaders about handling mental
health concerns and helping residents access
accommodations, as well as with peer health
groups and Senate to fill in gaps in student
knowledge. On the administrative end, we are
planning to speak with Provost Shennan to
improve mental health competency for faculty
and with Dean Tenser to ensure that mental health
and mental illness are more fully addressed during
first-year orientation. CG attends all of these
conversations and plans to work holistically and
collaboratively to ensure that students are able to
access the care and support that they need when
they need it most.
As always, please feel free to reach out via
email or in person with any questions or concerns.
My office hours this week will be Friday from
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the College Government/
Bursar’s Office.
Best,
Hana
cgpresident@wellesley.edu
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Transformer malfunction causes
localized fire in Science Center
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The Science Center was evacuated at 2:30 p.m. last Thursday after a transformer malfunction caused a fire in Sage Hall.
By EVELYN TAYLOR-MCGREGOR ’16
News Editor
The Science Center was evacuated last Thursday, Oct. 30
due to a contained fire in Sage Hall caused by a transformer
malfunction. The building was evacuated at 2:30 p.m.
after the smoke detector sounded and the power went out.
Students were invited back into the building at 3:30 p.m. to
collect their belongings after firefighters extinguished the
fire and the transformer had been stabilized. The building
was closed to students again at 5:30 p.m. to allow crews to
work throughout the night and finally reopened on Friday
morning for regular classes.
A transformer transfers electrical energy between circuits
and is required to supply the Science Center with power. The
transformer in question was located in a dedicated concrete
room in the lower level of Sage. It has three internal cores;
the middle core was damaged, which presumably caused
part of the insulation in the transformer to catch fire. The
fire was contained to the transformer’s metal casing. The
replacement transformer, which was installed early Friday
morning, is located outside the building near the main door
of Sage Hall.
According to Trina Learned, the director of operations
for Facilities Management and Planning, the department
conducts routine checks on all equipment on campus,
including parts of the electrical system.
“It is our standard procedure to review any event such as this
malfunction and see what lessons can be learned,” Learned
stated. “We will continue to have internal discussions about
this and fine-tune our stewardship practices.”
Although the transformer had been visually inspected
routinely, it had not been examined thoroughly recently
because the power would have to be turned off in order to
examine it.
“Any invasive cleaning or inspection requires that the
transformer not be in service; that means that we would
need to create a power outage,” Learned said. “As you can
imagine, we do everything we can to keep the power on, not
just to the Science Center, but campus-wide.”
Learned also emphasized that the malfunction was not a
result of a lack of inspection.
“However, it is important that we do not equate what

happened to the transformer to a lack of recent inspection,”
Learned stated. “The transformer was aged; what happened
was unusual, and did not cause building damage nor much
disruption.”
Learned stated that it is not likely that the transformer
malfunction could have caused a larger problem because
it has its own housing and dedicated room. Still, the new
transformer has been removed from the building. Learned
explained that Facilities Management chose to install the
new transformer outside because it allowed the crew to run
the new transformer and restore power before removing the
malfunctioning one from inside the building.
Crews from Wellesley and outside of Wellesley worked
from 2:30 p.m., when the transformer malfunctioned, to 2:30
a.m., when the crews were able to restore power to Sage. The
process was expedited by the fact that Facilities Management
had a spare transformer already on campus.
“We had stored on campus a spare transformer, one that
matched the capacity and requirements of the one that
malfunctioned in Sage,” Learned said. “So, we had the
needed equipment on campus. But, we needed help.”
Help from Wellesley Municipal Light and Power arrived
before the fire department had left. Facilities also worked
with local partners to hire a crane operator to move the
transformer and an excavator to position the concrete pad for
the replacement transformer.
The crews also worked to restore power to the Observatory,
which also lost power as a result of the transformer
malfunction.
According to Learned, Facilities Management is tracking
the costs but has yet to calculate the total costs incurred as a
result of the malfunction.
In an announcement from Pete Zuraw, assistant vice
president of Facilities Management, on Friday Oct. 31 stating
that classes and labs would continue as usual in the Science
Center, Zuraw stated that anyone using the Science Center
should stay away from the first floor of Sage Hall, which still
smelled of smoke. Zuraw also thanked the students, faculty
and staff for their patience and the crews who worked until
early Friday morning.
“I also want to thank the facilities staff who, thanks to their
dedicated work through the night, ensured that the Science
Center could re-open today,” Zuraw stated.
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SENATE REPORT
By EVELYN TAYLOR-MCGREGOR ’16
News Editor
Dominique Steel ’15 presents on I, Too, Am
Wellesley
Steel launched the “I, Too, Am Wellesley”
campaign, which was inspired by Harvard’s
similarly-titled “I, Too, Am Harvard” campaign,
last May. At Senate this week, Steel stated that
the purpose of the project was to acknowledge
the experiences of students of color on campus,
emphasize intersectionality and confront racism
and privilege. She noted that the campaign at
Wellesley lacked voices from students who had
experienced ableism or ageism on campus and
wished that students with those experiences
could have also been showcased. Steel recently
hosted a talkback on the project and stated that
she is considering holding another talkback in
the future. She has finished the photography
portion of the project.
WAAM-SLAM II presents on its progress
this fall
Wellesley Academic Action Movement Siblings Leading Action for Multiculturalism
II (WAAM-SLAM II) was created last
spring to protest for greater institutional
support for students of color and emphasis on
multiculturalism at Wellesley. The organizers
of the group wrote a list of ten demands last
spring, including establishing an ethnic studies
curriculum and a Latin@ studies minor. This
year, there has been a new hire for Latin@
studies. The representatives, Bernice Chan
’16, Hannah Mott ’16 and Julie Chen ’16,
handed out a list of talking points, photos from
“Occupy Billings” and a list of questions for
Senators to take back to their delegates. The
organizers who presented at Senate are set to
meet with Dean of Students Debra DeMeis to
speak about multicultural spaces on campus,
in particular a multicultural house, in the near
future. The representatives stressed that they
want to hear student opinions on multicultural
space and are planning to host an event on Nov.
13 for students to bring their perspectives to
WAAM-SLAM II.
Dean DeMeis, Hammond to present on
Campus Renewal
After numerous Senators indicated interest in
an information session about Campus Renewal,
Dean of Students Debra DeMeis announced that
she and Ben Hammond, the director of finance
and administration, are preparing a five-minute
presentation for Senate, followed by a longer
presentation open to all students. DeMeis
requested that Senators ask their delegates what
they want to know about Campus Renewal so
she and Hammond can tailor their presentation
to the interests of Senators and students.
Wellesley to host Seven Sisters Conference
this weekend
The Seven Sisters Conference will take
place on campus this weekend, and Wellesley
will host the five other Seven Sisters schools.
Approximately 10 people from Senate will
represent Wellesley at the conference. There
will be an Alumnae Panel at 3 p.m. on Saturday
that is open to the student body, followed by a
dinner and dessert reception.

NATION & WORLD
By SARA RATHOD ’15
Staff Columnist
Republicans take Senate in midterm elections
For the first time since the elections in 2006, voters gave Republicans control of both the
House and the Senate. Republicans won Democratic Senate seats in Montana, Colorado,
West Virginia, South Dakota and Arkansas. CNN’s first wave of exit polls show that the
majority of voters were angry or dissatisfied with President Obama’s administration. The
victory for Republicans has tipped the balance of power away from Obama, who will
be forced to limit his legislative agenda for the remaining two years of his second term.
Obama will likely pursue his goals either by bypassing Congress and making more use
of executive actions or by pursuing actions with bipartisan support, like tax reform. The
President has already promised executive action on immigration reform, which is likely
to be met with opposition from the Republican-controlled Congress. The newly elected
Congress is scheduled to take over in January.
Federal Reserve announces end of Quantitative Easing
After years of buying up bonds and mortgage-backed securities to pump more money
into the economy, the Federal Reserve will end its unconventional program adopted for
the purpose of ushering the United States through the aftermath of the financial crisis.
The decision signals the Fed’s growing confidence in the state of the economy, which has
seen falling unemployment, somewhat increased household spending and more business
investment. Today, the economy is growing at roughly three percent per year. However,
recovery is not yet complete, particularly in the labor market. Millions have been without
a job for over six months, and millions more who want to be employed full time only hold
part-time jobs. Although the Fed is confident enough to end quantitative easing, it will
continue to hold on to the assets it previously purchased, and the Fed is currently keeping
the interest rate at its current record-low levels to encourage growth.

Pro-Russian rebels in Ukraine vote for leaders
Citizens of the rebel-held provinces Donetsk and Luhansk in Eastern Ukraine turned
out to vote in large numbers using email and mobile voting stations to select their own
members of Parliament and prime ministers, independent from the Ukrainian government
in Kiev. The self-proclaimed People’s Republic of Donetsk announced Aleksandr
Zakharchenko as its new prime minister. Igor Plotnitsky was declared head of the
separatists in the Luhansk region. The vote, recognized as legitimate by Russia, has been
condemned by Ukraine, the United States and the European Union. According to CNN,
no official observers were monitoring the election. Critics call the vote illegitimate and
a violation of the international agreement reached in September between pro-Russian
separatist groups and Ukrainian government forces, which was signed by a Russian
representative. Voters who took to the polls told reporters that they participated in the
elections in the hopes of bringing peace to the region.
President of Burkina Faso ousted, army takes over
The twenty-seven-year tenure of Burkina Faso President Blaise Compaore came to an
end on Friday after days of heated protests. Compaore, who ignited tensions when he
attempted to amend the constitution to extend his rule, resigned his post and fled to the
Ivory Coast. Soon after the former leader was ousted, the army stepped in and declared
Lieutenant Colonel Isaac Zida, relatively unknown outside army circles, as the transitional
leader. Protesters denounced the military takeover, claiming that the army had stolen the
people’s victory. The United Nations also called for a return to civilian rule, threatening
sanctions if Zida does not remove himself from power. Burkina Faso’s constitution states
that should the nation’s president resign, the president of the Senate should take over in
the interim and an election should be held between 60 and 90 days after the resignation.
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Students volunteered on local campaigns,
voter registration drives prior to Election Day
Continued from page 1
registration forms or apply for absentee ballots.
Additionally this year, CPLA introduced TurboVote,
an online tool, as an alternative way to register to vote.
The Office of the Dean of Students decided to purchase
TurboVote due to a grant from a partnership between
TurboVote and Student Affairs Professionals in Higher
Education. TurboVote allows students to receive email or
text reminders about election deadlines as part of an effort
to increase voter turnout. CPLA is using this year as a test
run for TurboVote to see if Wellesley College students
utilize the tool or prefer traditional voter registration
drives. This year, approximately 60 students came to
CPLA’s in-person registration table and about 75 people
used Turbovote.
CPLA has also co-sponsored two panels with Wellesley’s
political science and economics departments, one about
foreign policy and another about the probability of
Democratic or Republican control of the Senate in the
midterm elections. CPLA also held an absentee ballot
party, hosted a political television night and various
other events to promote political awareness and foster
civic engagement on campus. Last Monday, Wellesley
College Democrats invited Congressman Joe Kennedy
and Governor Deval Patrick to campus to speak about the
importance of youth activism and voting.
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Several students on campus also served as interns for
candidates’ campaigns prior to the midterm election, Students waited in anticipation of results from Tuesday’s midterm elections during CPLA’s election night party.
including for Republican candidate Charlie Baker and
“The next two years might be a huge power play for though, because of this low turnout. If not as many people
Democratic candidate Martha Coakley, who ran against
Republicans in the Congress because they will be able to are voting, your own vote counts even more,” CPLA Chair
each other for governor of Massachusetts.
“I’m just doing my part in the run-up to the election,” effectively blockade all liberal efforts that are made by the Beth Feldstein ’15 said.
Many campaign workers are interns and volunteers who
says Alexis Zhang ’17, who interned for Charlie Baker’s President and create an even more unpopular presidential
campaign this semester. As an intern, she had a wide array term for Obama,” Alice Lee ’18 predicted. “On the other are often college students who have fewer commitments,
of duties, including stuffing envelopes, making recruitment side, it doesn’t look too bleak for the Democrats because such as full-time jobs or families, than older generations.
“We had a really dedicated group of volunteers this
calls, training volunteers, staffing events and helping with in the 2016 presidential election, further gridlock that is
majority Republican will reflect poorly.”
election season,” Chase reflected.
election day operations.
Throughout the semester both Wellesley College
Campaigning work is a significant time commitment,
On Nov. 4, Charlie Baker was elected the Governor of
Democrats and Republicans strove to influence students in and college students have to balance a hectic student
Massachusetts.
“He wants to focus on growing the economy, and he cares the election. Both organizations went door-to-door in the schedule with efforts for the election. Chase recounted
about improving educational opportunities for everyone,” town of Wellesley to reach out to voters in the community times spent phone banking instead of writing a paper that
said Reba Meserve ’16, president of the Wellesley College and held phone banks to remind voters to get to the polls. was due the next day.
Both organizations also have campaigned to promote their
“But I remind myself that if I don’t participate in the
Republicans.
It was announced close to midnight after most votes had candidates and increase the low voter turnout that often election, then I have no right to complain about the
73408
outcome,” Chase said. “If young people like me don’t
do
been tallied that the Republicans gained control of the plagues midterm elections.
“I’d argue that midterm elections matter just as much the work, who will?”
Senate.

NEWS IN BRIEF
By NASREEN AL-QADI ’18
Assistant News Editor
Professor Bu and Professor Cushman release joint statement on tensions
between the two
President Bottomly has affirmed in a college-wide announcement the fact that
the College will not tolerate any racial and/or ethnic discrimination between
members of the Wellesley College community, as well as that the College remains
committed to free speech. Professors Bu and Cushman are scheduled to go
through a process of mediation with Bottomly to resolve any remaining tension.
Bu and Cushman have also released a final joint statement stating that they are
communicating closely with Bottomly and will meet in the next week to discuss
the issues that have surfaced. In the announcement, they note that the tensions
were “were political and not personal.” They also indicate that the situation may
have been misinterpreted “both locally and in the larger global context.” They
also expressed a mutual wish for the community, especially students, to remain
patient in this process.

DON’T COMPROMISE YOUR

PRINCIPLES.
DON’T COMPROMISE

PERFORMANCE.
Our Social Choice Equity Fund (TICRX)
and Social Choice Bond Fund (TSBRX)
combine responsible investment
criteria with impressive performance,
benchmarked against broad market
indexes. Which means you get broad
market exposure and funds that can
serve as core holdings within a portfolio.

Local food options added to Emporium and dining halls campus-wide
Wellesley Fresh is constantly expanding its stock of fresh and locally sourced
products. Currently, the campus works with around twenty-five different local
companies to stock its retail locations. This includes the purchase of local milk,
ice cream and bread. In the dining halls, all the seafood is locally sourced, made
possible through partnerships with Open Ocean and North Atlantic Seafood.
This month, Wellesley Fresh Retail manager Tom Markham, who is the scout
for new products, has added new seasonal items to the Emporium shelves. These
include Vermont Maple and Sea Salt Quinn Popcorn from Boston and Table Talk
Pumpkin Pies from Worcester.
Mental health lecture “From Silence to Strength” to feature Maggie Bertram
of Active Minds
Maggie Bertram is a mental health advocate, public speaker and the Associate
Director of Training and Education for Active Minds, a non-profit dedicated to
raising mental health awareness on college campuses. Bertram will be sharing
her personal story on Nov. 5 at 7 p.m. in Alumnae Ballroom, which will include
topics such as dealing with mental illness in college and seeking help, as well
as making campus resources more accessible and creating a more supportive
campus community. Bertram wishes to share her personal experience with
anxiety, depression and eating disorders to inspire others to seek help.
Professor Viti wins NPR radio “Listener Limerick Challenge”
Professor Lynne Viti, senior lecturer in the writing program, won the NPR
“Listener Limerick Challenge” last Sunday when it aired on the local WGBH
and WBUR radio stations, as well as nationally. Viti can be heard playing the
challenge this weekend on local NPR radio stations in the popular program “Wait,
Wait, Don’t Tell Me,” during which she also gives Wellesley College a shoutout.
Viti’s prize for winning is a customized voicemail message for her home phone
featuring the voice of Carl Kasell, long-time judge and scorekeeper for the show.

Watch our new video at
TIAA.org/responsibleinvesting

The Lipper Award is given to the group with the lowest average decile ranking of three years’
Consistent Return for eligible funds over the three-year period ended 11/30/12 and 11/30/13,
respectively. TIAA-CREF was ranked against 36 fund companies in 2012 and 48 fund companies
in 2013 with at least five equity, five bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios. TIAA-CREF Individual &
Institutional Services, LLC, and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. C17082 ©2014 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America – College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF),
730 Third Avenue, New York, NY, 10017. The Social Choice
mutual funds are subject to Social Criteria Risk, or the risk that
because social criteria excludes securities of certain issuers
for non-financial reasons, investors may forgo some market
opportunities available to those that don’t use these criteria.
1

BEST OVERALL LARGE FUND COMPANY 1
The Lipper Awards are based on a review
of 36 companies’ 2012 and 48 companies’
2013 risk-adjusted performance.

Consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. Go to tiaa-cref.org for
product and fund prospectuses that contain this and other
information. Read carefully before investing. TIAA-CREF
funds are subject to market and other risk factors. Past
performance does not guarantee future results.
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Davis Scholars balance unique identities at Wellesley
By GRACE BALLENGER ’17
Staff Writer

The woman in front of me looks just like any other
Wellesley student. Young, with hazel eyes, short blond
hair and a can of Coke. At 27, however, she is older
than the typical Wellesley student. Her name is Morgan
Matthews, and she is a Davis Scholar.
Wellesley currently has 32 students in the Davis
Scholar program, which allows women of non-traditional
college ages to obtain undergraduate degrees. Most Davis
Scholars are older than 24, though younger women who
are veterans or have children may apply. Davis Scholars
take the same classes as traditionally-aged students; they
must declare a major and fulfill distribution requirements.
Matthews is working toward a degree in economics
after a career as a professional figure skater. She believes
that the diversity among Davis Scholars includes more
than just differences in age.
“I have friends who are Davis Scholars who are my age,
and friends who are Davis Scholars who are older than
me. It’s kind of neat. We’re kind of a motley crew and
we all come from different backgrounds,” Matthews said.
Davis Scholars can choose to live on campus in Cedar
Lodge in Simpson West, or they can choose to live offcampus and commute. Davis scholars in the past have
lived among traditional students, but this hasn’t happened
for a while. Twelve Davis Scholars currently live on
campus, while 20 of them commute.
Matthews generally enjoys living on campus but feels
that it gets a little claustrophobic sometimes.
“I feel like I have to get out, usually, of the bubble by
the end of the week,” Matthews said.
Matthews had to transition between learning on the ice
and learning in a classroom, which affected how much
she could participate in class discussions.
“If anything, I tend to speak up too much, I think,
because I have this mentality like the professor is talking
to me,” Matthews said with a laugh. “Wellesley is a great
environment for me because it’s so small that I can at
least have a little bit of that one-on-one feeling or smallgroup feeling. Whereas if I was in a huge lecture hall, I’d
probably feel pretty lonely.”
Matthews is very involved in the Davis Scholar
community and serves as the president of the Davis
Scholars Class Council.
Linda Kosinski ’15 has four adult children and has
worked part-time and full-time jobs over the years. She
is pursuing a degree in women’s and gender studies
with a minor in Africana studies to broaden the range of
positions that are open to her in the job market.

Unlike Matthews, Kosinski commutes to Wellesley,
with a 45-minute drive from her home in North Easton
to campus in order to attend class. This limits the classes
that she can take and how she spends her time on campus.
“I try to keep my classes at 9:15 at the earliest. If you
don’t leave here by 3:30 you run into traffic. Right now it
takes me anywhere from 45 minutes to an hour to get here
with little traffic,” Kosinski said.

“Davis Scholars are and think
of themselves as Wellesley
students. Some think of
themselves as Wellesley
students first and Davis
Scholars second, and sometimes
it’s the other way around. I try
to encourage both.”
— Susan Cohen, dean of the
Davis Scholars
For Kosinski, it doesn’t seem strange that her classmates
are of a different age than she is.
“I think it’s stranger for them than it is for us. I enjoy
the students. They are so intelligent and thoughtful, and
they come up with wonderful ideas – things I may not
think of coming from an outside location,” Kosinski said.
Kosinski believes that some of her experiences in
the adult world, such as balancing her family life and
schoolwork, have given her a different perspective on
mental health and the importance of schoolwork.
“The perspective it brought me was to realize the
important things in life. That life is so good. Someone’s
mental health is just so important — it’s not just the grade
I’m making in a class or doing something — it’s how
other people treat you,” Kosinski said.
Kosinski is also very active on campus. She has a

position on the Admissions and Financial Aid committee,
the Senior Gift Committee and on the Davis Scholars
Class Council, where she serves as vice president.
Due to the small size of the program and age gap from
traditional students, Davis Scholars are a part of the
bigger College community, but at the same time separate.
Susan Cohen, class dean for the Davis Scholars,
explained that they have a dual life.
“They are full and into the community, but also have
their own separate identities,” Cohen said. “Davis
Scholars are and think of themselves as Wellesley
students. Some think of themselves as Wellesley students
first and Davis Scholars second, and sometimes it’s the
other way around. I try to encourage both.”
Kosinski is one Davis Scholar who does not feel fully
integrated into the Wellesley community.
“I feel integrated by some of the students. The ones who
I know are very welcoming, and some of the faculty is
very welcoming,” Kosinski stated. At the same time, she
sometimes feels that it is a struggle to get information,
because the Davis Scholars are a separate Google Group
and people often forget to send emails about events to the
Davis Scholar community. This makes her feel like she is
missing information and not being included.
Matthews also struggles with whether to tell people
right away that she is a Davis Scholar, since some of them
don’t know how to act once they discover this fact.
“I kind of pass for a while. And sometimes I kind of out
myself right away, but I don’t want to alienate people.
Sometimes when you tell people ‘Oh, I’m of this minority
group’ people are kind of like, ‘What does that mean?
How do you want me to react to that?’ ” Matthews said.
Matthews tries to be understanding of the differences
between Davis Scholars and other students, and she says
that as a whole she feels well integrated.
“I understand that I am different, so I don’t expect
students to treat me exactly the same way as they treat
everyone else,” Matthews said. “But I don’t feel alienated.
I feel like I can be as much a part of the community as
makes sense.”
President H. Kim Bottomly hosted a reception last month
for the senior class. Davis Scholars have historically been
invited, but they weren’t this year. The reason for the
break in the tradition is not known. Matthews sees the
implications of this incident as a way of asking all event
organizers to consider the Davis Scholars and include
them in any campus events that might apply to them.
“These sorts of things happen, and I understand why
they happen. A lot of things that are circulated do not
apply to us, but just in case they apply to us, it’s important
that you keep us in mind,” Matthews said.
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Tiananmen Panel reawakens memories of massacre
By WENYAN DENG ’15
Features Editor

Students in Wellesley’s sociology course
“Tiananmen Movement in China” (SOC
289) organized a panel on Oct. 29, in which
two survivors of the 1989 Tiananmen
Massacre in Beijing told their stories. The
two speakers — Fang Zheng and Liane
Lee — were invited from Harvard by the
course’s instructor, Professor Rowena He
of the sociology department. Around 30
Wellesley students, professors, and people
from the greater Boston area attended the
panel in the Pendleton Atrium.
Fang Zheng, one of the panel speakers,
was run over by a tank during the massacre,
which led to the amputation of both of his
legs. For our private interview, Mr. Fang
rolled his wheelchair by himself from the
Wang Campus Center to Clapp Library.
As he sat quietly at a round table in the
Knapp Multimedia Center, there was no
bitterness in his voice or expression. He
told his story with calm, grace and dignity.
In 1989, Fang was a senior who majored
in biodynamics at Beijing Sports College.
Around 11 p.m. on the fatal night, Fang
remembers, students were running around
with bloodied shirts and carrying the
wounded, shouting, “They are shooting
with real guns!”
By 12:30 a.m., the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) surrounded the square with
tanks and AK-47 assault rifles. At 4 a.m.,
the PLA forcibly cleared the Square of
the demonstrators. When Fang and other
students had already evacuated peacefully
from the Square to Western Chang’an
Avenue, tanks drove up behind them and
ran over an unknown number of people.
At the time, a woman from Fang’s
college fainted from the sound of a gas
bomb that exploded behind them. He and
several other students were helping her get
to the side of the road so that she would
not be run over by the tanks.
“The tanks were not proceeding in
a single file,” Fang said. “There were
several rows of them and that took up all
the space on the Avenue. They didn’t slow
down at all, so I didn’t have time to get
off the road.” After the tanks were gone,
a journalist took a photograph of him
hanging onto the road railings, with his
lower legs a mangled bloody mess.
According to Fang, the government
wanted him to say that he lost his legs in

a car accident. After he refused to lie, he
was denied his graduation certificate.
A Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
member before the massacre, Fang said
that many people in the 1980s held hope
and optimism for the direction the CCP
was leading China. In many ways, 1989
was a rude awakening for Fang.
“The CCP often places the benefits of
the party over the benefits of the people
and the nation, and Tiananmen was a
demonstration of that,” Fang said. “For
China to go forward, institutional reform
must happen.”
During the panel, Fang spoke in Chinese,
and Professor He translated.
“I had complicated feelings when I was
translating for Fang Zheng at the panel,”
He said later. “Fang Zheng should have
the opportunity to share his testimonies
in Chinese, his native language, in China.
Instead, he could only speak through my
translation, far away from home.”
Liane Lee was 26 in 1989 and was
in Tiananmen as a representative of
Hong Kong Student Union, the same
organization currently leading the Hong
Kong Umbrella Movement. A nurse from
an ambulance convinced her to get in after
learning that she was from Hong Kong.
“Leave alive and tell the world” is what
the nurse said, according to Lee. As she
told her story, Lee was evidently still
shaken from the haunting night and verged
on tears at several points. Many audience
members were also moved to tears.
In our private conversation, hope lit
up in Lee’s eyes when she discussed the
Hong Kong student demonstrators.
“The Hong Kong students have already
won in that they don’t live in the wishful
thinking [of the Tiananmen students]
anymore,” she said.
Ningyi Xi ’17, an organizer of the panel,
expressed her admiration for the speakers.
“Neither of them tried to represent
anyone else but only told what happened
to them,” Xi said.
Xi’s fellow organizer and classmate, Tina
Xu ’17, said her class read the testimonies
of student leaders and dissidents from the
June Fourth Movement. Although these
words were powerful, hearing survivors
tell their stories face to face made an
impact on a whole other level.
“To hear Liane Lee choke back tears as
she talked about her experiences really
reaches us on a more raw and emotional

COMIC CORNER
By BROTI GUPTA ’16
Features Editor

COURTESY OF PAMELA WANG ’17

From left to right: Liane Lee, Fang Zheng and Rowena He discuss Tiananmen events.
level,” said Xu. “To contrast, Fang Zheng’s
stony face as he cracked light jokes about
losing his legs shows us the resilience of
his spirit.”
Xu said that through this experience,
she was able to feel how real the massacre
was to people back in 1989. Even now, she
says, people are struggling to live with the
memory and keep it alive.
Similarly, Professor William A. Joseph,
chair of the political science department
and one of Wellesley’s China specialists,
explained why it is so important for young
people to understand the June Fourth
Movement by quoting philosopher George
Santayana’s oft-repeated admonition:
“Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.”
“Dictators try very hard to control how
people ‘remember the past’ and to write
their own version of history,” Joseph said.
“It’s so important not to let the Chinese
Communist Party go unchallenged in its
efforts to suppress and distort the truth
about what happened.”
Though Joseph, as a China specialist,
already knew the facts of the movement
very well, he was deeply moved by the
personal stories of survivors and witnesses.
“It’s sobering to think that there are
thousands of other stories to be told but
can’t be because of the silence imposed
by the CCP,” Joseph said. “If anything,

the talks reinforced the anger and sorrow I
feel about the Beijing Massacre.”
Haining Li, a first-year graduate student
at the Massachusetts College of Art and
Design, came to Wellesley to attend the
panel because he felt compelled by a duty
to remember the past.
“It’s a sense of responsibility to keep the
truth alive,” Li said. “Hearing their stories,
I failed to prevent my tears from falling.”
Similarly, Ziyu Wang ’18 was moved to
tears several times by the personal stories
of the two panelists.
“The Tiananmen massacre seemed so
distant, but [it] felt so incredibly close
to me during the panel. It’s a feeling I’ve
never had before,” she said.
Professor He illustrated the importance
of keeping history and memory alive
by describing a talk she gave at another
college the day after the panel.
“A Chinese student challenged me
during the Q&A that I was lying about
people being shot and tanks running over
citizens in 1989,” He said. “So the day
before, I was translating details about
how Fang Zheng’s legs were crushed by
a tank, and the next day I had to face such
a challenge.”
Still, she described herself as a shortterm pessimist but a long-term optimist.
“History is on our side,” He concluded.

THE ARTICHOKE

Upon finding out what Hillary
would do, students lose all direction
By LARA AZAR ’15
Staff Writer

Sources confirmed Tuesday that Her Royal
Highness Hillary Clinton has sent out an official
decree telling the world, once and for all, what
she would do. Students have taken the biggest
hit in this development, as most of their clothing
and belongings in general have the once-immortal
words, “What Would Hillary Do?” written
somewhere on them. Now that the answers to this
question have materialized, half their belongings
have become irrelevant.
“It was such an important question,” stated
economics and environmental studies double major
and self-proclaimed hipster-trendsetter Monica
Monnic ’15. “But now that we know the answer it
is less important and actually embarrassing because
Her Royal Highness Hillary Clinton did not
make the world instantly better with her magical
words. She’s human, and it’s weird. So it’s kind of
embarrassing to have all this stuff now. We’ve gotta
throw it out.”
Maintenance reports that campus dumpsters are
now 60 percent filled with “What Would Hillary
Do?” objects. Items include sweatshirts, shot
glasses and even custom-printed thongs.
“These kids have really got everything. You might
call it an obsession, but you won’t because that
would probably upset them,” commented custodial
service employee John Johnson.
The disposal of all these items presents
environmental problems. Students have been trying
to sell the objects to other students with no avail, so
they are obligated to throw them out.
“It’s really a problem,” said Monnic. “Her Royal

Highness Hillary Clinton stands for democracy and
all things good. And now we’re killing the Earth
because of her. Well, that’s problematic.”
Even those who do not own items with the question
she answered have been negatively affected by her
answer. A lot of students are experiencing emotional
distress due to this event.
“I used to wake up every morning and ask myself
what Hillary would do. That’s what motivated me
to all of the 5,000 things that I do. And now that I
know what she would do, it’s not exciting anymore.
I have no motivation,” said College Government
member and international relations major Andi And
’15. “Did you make sure to tell readers how busy
I am?”
Her Royal Highness Hillary Clinton’s
announcement has had greater implications for the
student body’s train of thought. Perhaps it is the
almost collective realization that Hillary Clinton is
human.
“Whenever people don’t recognize the prestige of
my school right away, my ego drops to the floor. So
I throw Hillary Clinton’s name in their unworthy
faces and feel instantly better about myself,” shared
Monnic.
Monnic is frequently overheard bragging in
Pendleton Hall about the research she does with her
economics professor who allegedly “worked with
Mankiw in the early 1900s.” And she shared that
she was in the same boat.
“It’s weird now. Suddenly the claim has less
power,” Monnic continued. Upon hearing the
suggestion that they should brag less, as human
interaction is more fulfilling that way, Monnic and
And walked away.
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Senate bus lacks sufficient
service on Sundays

A long line of Boston-bound students at the campus center
bus stop have watched the Senate bus drive away without
picking up them up on multiple Sundays this semester. Often,
the bus is already full with students from the chapel stop.
The line of students eventually disperses. Some students
turn to more expensive options, such as the commuter rail
or an Uber ride, while others choose to wait two hours for
the next Senate bus. Likewise, on the Sunday of fall break,
the Peter Pan skipped the Lulu stop three consecutive times
in the morning. Some students reported having to wait for
seven hours before the Peter Pan stopped at the Lulu in the
afternoon.
The high number of students left behind by overcrowded
Senate buses this semester reflects an indisputable fact:
the Peter Pan Sunday bus schedule does not run frequently
enough to meet the demand for rides into Boston. The
College transportation department and should consider
changing in the Sunday bus schedule to adequately
accomdate student demand for trips to the city.
We are aware of budget restrictions on transportation
funding and acknowledge that the Transportation Advisory
Committee (TAC), together with the Housing and
Transportation department and Senate, have worked hard to
put the current transportation system into place and listen to
student concerns.
Starting in January 2014, the Senate bus began to drop
students off at Harvard and MIT during the day on weekends
instead of at the Riverside T-station on the Green Line. The
transportation office, Office of the Dean of Students, and
the TAC implemented the change in response to student
demand. The College first had to reallocate funding to insure
a sustainable transportaion schedule. The new schedule was
set in place as a trial last semester and has been extremely
beneficial to the Wellesley community. Students no longer
have to spend more time commuting from the end of the
Green Line stop into Boston. They can explore Boston on
weekend mornings and attend the city’s religious services.

But the reallocation of funding limited the Sunday bus
schedule to run every two hours instead of every hour.
The College made this restriction at a time when student
ridership into the city was low on Sundays.
The overcrowded buses and disappointed lines of Wellesley
students in front of the campus center this semester indicate
a significant need for more frequent Sunday bus service.
It’s now necessary to consider a change to the Sunday bus
schedule and explore options that can offer students more
flexibility. On its website, Wellesley affirms that Boston is
“just a bus ride away.” Under the current Sunday schedule,
a bus ride away is becoming more and more difficult to
access. We advertise the college’s proximity to Boston to
interested Wellesley applicants, and the city’s intellectual
hub is in many ways an integral part of many Wellesley
students’ experiences. Fighting to board the Senate bus to
take advantage of those opportunities should not be part of
the student agenda.
Improving our transportation system is a first step toward
fostering Wellesley students’ engagement with the city and
thus enriching the Wellesley experience. Progress is already
being made on several fronts. During Ideafest, a group of
students received funding to begin a new system using
Facebook or Twitter that would allow students to post the
whereabouts of the bus and inform those waiting if it is
running late.
In order for these changes to take place, College
Government, TAC and the transportation office need
to receive student input and respond to the increased
interest in having an expanded Sunday bus schedule. TAC
representatives have stated in the past that input does not
come directly from students but is often heard secondhand.
The Wellesley News encourages Wellesley community
members to email the transportation office and TAC to
voice their concerns to so that necessary and well-informed
improvements to the transportation system can continue.

Conflict between Professors Bu and
Cushman creates unsafe environment
By TIFFANY CHAN ’15
Staff Writer

Like many of my classmates, I was surprised and
disappointed to hear of the recent claims leveled against
Professor Charles Bu of the math department by Professor
Thomas Cushman of the sociology department. Headlines
of allegations of communism and disloyalty seem more at
place in a Cold War movie than our bucolic little campus.
To be clear, this article is not meant as a personal attack
on either party, nor is it meant to champion or condemn
any ideology. It is not meant to elicit apologies forcefully
or to shame or victimize any person or group of people.
Rather, it is meant to survey student reactions, continue
the discussion and hopefully promote the peaceful and
respectful coexistence of different opinions.
Some students may be wondering why this developing
story has caused the response from Asian and Asian
American students that it has. However for many students,
myself included, the connection is a very personal one. For
many students of Chinese descent, the reason that we are
here in the United States in the first place is because our
families faced persecution at the hands of the Communist
Party.
Thus, statements like the one Cushman released show a
monolithic view of Chinese students — that all must fall
into the same political category based on ethnicity alone.
It is because of this historical and emotional gravitas that
many students simply can not see the statements as just
flippant charges.
One student I spoke to who asked to remain anonymous
noted, “Personally speaking, my parents and their
generation have extremely emotional connections to that
time period in China, so accusations from someone who
never experienced what they [the Communist Party] did is
incredibly disrespectful.”
Claire Tam ’15, a political science major, built upon
this by adding, “As someone who studies marginalized
populations as well as a student of Asian descent, I find
Professor Cushman’s remarks to be very triggering. We can
see that throughout history the culture of intolerance and
distrust has very real consequences.”
This is not just an issue that affects one demographic
however. We all should be concerned with the matter at
hand. Some students of Asian descent find the prospect that
they may be viewed differently by professors on the basis of
race unsettling. Most students, however, are worried about
the effect of this particular conflict on our community as a
whole.

Melodie Ha ’15 noted, “[This] has made Wellesley
into a place where people do not feel comfortable or safe
anymore. For professors like Bu, it has suddenly become
a hostile work environment. Moreover, it is also a hostile
environment for some students who want to learn.”
According to another student I interviewed, such
confrontational statements made against another member
of the community by a professor have made students
decrease their faith in professors in general. Another student
questioned whether she would have to wonder if she was
being viewed differently by professors on the basis of her
ethnicity, a prospect that had never occurred to her before
but now will always follow her.
Yet another student noted, “Wellesley isn’t just an
academic institution — many of us live on campus, so
it doubles as a home. It’s especially harmful that the
atmosphere of intolerance occurs here because we have to
live in that space.”
If we as students must be “accountable to the community
for our actions” under the Honor Code should not all
members of the community be as well? The legality of
Cushman’s statements is clear; we live in a nation protected
by freedom of speech and so he is well within his legal
rights to speak as he wishes.
However, statements meant to defame another person
or group of people are completely inappropriate in the
professional and academic sphere.
Although the statements may not have been intended to be
malicious, it is important for us as academic leaders to use
our freedom of speech responsibly and in a way that reflects
our values of “honor, integrity and respect.” We can only
hope that the parties’ eagerly anticipated joint statement can
clarify the past few weeks and reaffirm dedication to these
core values.
Although an earlier statement released on Monday
through College Announcements suggests that perhaps a
more positive dialogue is developing, there are still many
more conversations that need to be had. The College’s
greatest strength is the diversity of our student body and
faculty. Wellesley is an institution at which all views and all
opinions are equal and valid, a privilege that is unfortunately
denied to many in other places in the world.
Condemning others for their beliefs is a blatant violation
of this academic sanctity, and we simply can not remain
idle. A culture of exclusivity has absolutely no place here
at Wellesley. In the words of Ha, “[It] is just unacceptable.
If Wellesley expects Chinese people, let alone any minority,
to feel safe on this campus, then some serious changes need
to be made.”
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Ebola quarantine reflect
Egg-freezing
policies: pathetic unethical health standards
substitutes for
family benefits
By OLIVIA SALAS ’15
Contributing Writer

PADYA PARAMITA ‘17, GRAPHICS EDITOR

By SRAVANTI TEKUMALLA ’16
Online Editor
In the latest installment of the technology industry’s lack of
accessibility to women, Facebook and Apple unveiled a policy,
offering $20,000 toward the costs of egg-freezing. The procedure,
made possible by technological advancements, allows women to
extend their fertility by freezing eggs that they can then unfreeze
to bear children at a later date. I’m not entirely against the idea of
egg freezing. It does, after all, take away the biological pressure for
women to have children in their 20s and 30s. Yet, it undoubtedly
reinforces the idea that the tech industry fosters a workplace that
caters to single males. By choosing to cover egg-freezing procedures
without accompanied paid maternal and family leave and greater
work flexibility, Facebook and Apple are encouraging business
policies that delay but do not solve the problem of work-family
balance.
Females in technology already face several obstacles in the
workplace. Women represent 17 percent of software engineers,
they get paid less than their male counterparts and many technology
companies demand long hours from their employees. In an industry
where career growth happens early on and young talent is especially
valued, it makes sense that Facebook and Apple would move to
provide egg-freezing benefits to its employees. They’re ensuring a
way to even the playing field and to allow women to gain higher
positions that might otherwise have been limited to them had they
taken maternity leave.
Yet the problem, which seems glaringly obvious, is that women
should not have to be penalized for having children in their 20s
or 30s. Facebook and Apple are inherently encouraging a single
mindset for ambitious young women in the technology field: Work
your way up the career ladder now, have children later. Now, women
who choose to have children earlier in their careers have to compete
with women who choose to freeze their eggs and male coworkers
who don’t have to take maternity leave. Invariably, this will create
a work environment with a greater pressure to conform to these
company ideals.
Currently, the conversation about egg-freezing is centered around
workplace policies that cover the costs until a woman decides that
she’s going to have children. Regardless of whether she’s in her 20s,
30s, 40s or later, Facebook and Apple conveniently left out what
happens after someone decides to have children. What about paid
maternity leave? Paid family care for employees? Flexible hours?
These companies missed a prime opportunity to truly revolutionize
the workplace for females who choose to have children, not only for
the technology industry, but for American workplaces in general.
Egg-freezing is just one piece of a larger solution to encourage
diversity and work-family balance, and as such, cannot act as a
substitute.
Twenty thousand dollars per employee is a drop in the bucket for
companies such as Facebook and Apple, especially so because of
their relatively small number of female employees and the persistent
gender wage gap. Ultimately, these companies’ goals when it comes
to reproductive benefits coverage should be to empower women to
make choices like whether to have children earlier, later or not at
all, without having to worry about career repercussions. This comes
from providing paid maternity leave, paid childcare services and
more flexible work hours. As a young woman in technology, I look
forward to working in an industry that not only recognizes the need
for gender diversity and inclusion, but also takes thoughtful steps to
ensure an environment where I feel empowered to lead a successful
career and family at any stage of life.

The spread of information regarding the Ebola
epidemic has induced frenzy across America
over the past couple of months. There have
been several cases in New York and New Jersey
where those thought to have had the disease have
been quarantined, either in a hospital or in their
home, for days until they were deemed to be in
good health. Last week, Kaci Hickox of Maine
was quarantined in New Jersey even though she
presented no symptoms related to Ebola and later
tested negative for the disease.
She has fought to have the quarantine lifted
but is still mandated by the state to remain under
monitored until Nov. 10. On the other hand,
President Barack Obama recently hugged Nina
Pham (the first person quarantined in the United
States) post-recovery, arguably illustrating the
need to remain fearless and unbiased when dealing
with victims.
These cases illustrate how we are trying to take
all necessary precautions to prevent the spread of
the disease, but the handling of victims can lead
to ostracization and the tendency to overlook the
rights of the individuals if done so improperly.
While I understand that the concern has been put
into motion in terms of state regulations and laws
in order to prevent the spread of the disease, I agree
with Obama when he says that state-mandated
actions undermine an individual’s ability to make
decisions regarding her own health.
In the Hickox case, we can see the problems
that are induced when the state treats the body as
infected until proven healthy, and consequently
treats that presumably infected body as a vessel for
disease instead of a vessel for the life that belongs
to the individual.
It is also as if the state is saying that they know
more about how to take care of an individual’s
body than the individual herself, and that is a direct
interference with the notion of human rights.
I believe an apology is in order for Hickox, as
while the quarantine had preventative intentions,

it disrupted Hickox’s individual life and should
have been at minimum reduced to direct contact
monitoring immediately after her test for the
disease turned out to be negative.
Furthermore, some have wrongfully compared
the epidemical experience of Ebola to the AIDS
pandemic years ago, saying that in dealing
with Ebola, we must be cautious not to induce
stigmatization or cause a similar backlash as we
did with AIDS.
However, the two represent entirely different
concerns for public health and come with stigmas
whether we will them to or not. The AIDS virus
came with a strong stigma related to homosexual
behavior, irresponsible drug use and other
presumptions that blamed the victim for the
contraction of the virus.
However, the Ebola disease is coming with a
strong stigma related to cultural differences and
the presumably indigenous, unhealthy African
body. This stigmatization instead places blame on
the place of origin and associates it with being part
of a dysfunctional race.
While the concern regarding ostracization of the
U.S. victims of Ebola is valid, it could never be
the same as that of AIDS victims. This is not to
say that the cultural stigma associated with Ebola
is not troublesome. It represents a huge problem
regarding the acknowledgment and acceptance of
cultures other than our own.
But while we might be afraid of the spread of
Ebola, the fear surrounding AIDS involved much
more than just an infection. In this way, the two are
virtually incomparable.
Regardless, both circumstances may have been
less detrimental if people had been more educated
in terms of what actually occurs when the body
is infected. Increased awareness about the way
Ebola affects the body and other research will help
us to handle this far better than we handled AIDS.
When considering the issue here at home, we as
Wellesley students must work against the cultural
stigmatization and hopefully inspire others to
recognize that Ebola is a disease, not a reflection
of a race.

Grade deflation
emphasizes GPA over
intellectual curiosity

By VICTORIA ANGELOVA ’18
StafF Writer

Sitting nervously on your chair, you wait for your
professor to hand you back your midterm. You
wonder how you did and whether you survived
grade deflation this time. You start considering
what would happen if you did not get a good grade
on this midterm: a lower GPA, no internships, no
job prospects. You probably never consider that the
value of the knowledge you have accumulated is
more important than the grade you have received.
How can you, with most employers and graduate
schools placing such a heavy emphasis on college
grades?
I had never encountered grade deflation or grade
inflation before coming to Wellesley. At my high
school, we had a centralized grade system that
dictated the grade a student must receive based on
the percent she got on her test or her paper. If you
got above a 91.5 percent on your test, you received
an A. If you got above 80.5 percent, you received
a B. Every student knew the level of preparedness
necessary to achieve the desired grades. Professors
could not decide that the A for their class would
start at a higher percentage just because there were
too many excellent marks.
The most serious problem associated with grade
deflation is the way students view their college
learning experience. Imagine my surprise when I
came to Wellesley and learned that one of the most
common topics on campus is grade deflation. What
struck me is that many students are more obsessed
with the grade curve than with the knowledge they
gain from class. Before coming to Wellesley, I
thought that in college the focus would be shifted
from getting a certain grade, like it was in high
school to learning the material. Grade deflation
prevents students from seeing the real value of
education.

While Wellesley has implemented an official
grade deflation policy, other more famous
universities not only have refused to do so, but
also have engaged in grade inflation. For example,
the average student grade at Harvard University
is A-. The absence of a grade deflation policy at
other institutions means that Wellesley students
are competing with students that graduate from
more famous universities with a higher GPA. It is
not surprising that this results in a lot of pressure
and frustration for the Wellesley population.
Another issue that is a result of grade deflation is
that students are disincentivized to pursue majors
in the social sciences — the spheres where grade
deflation affects most people. A study conducted
by economics professors Kristin F. Butcher,
Patrick J. McEwan and Akila Weerapana showed
a substantial decline of 30 percent in enrollment
for courses in these departments. There is a sound
logic behind their decisions; if you see that you
will have a lower GPA, you are more likely to give
up what you want to study if you are confident you
can graduate with a higher GPA in another major.
Grade deflation can have a detrimental effect on
students’ pursuing their passion.
I am certainly not an advocate for grade
inflation. I am not proposing that professors
should start giving higher grades to students just
so that the latter can perform better on the job
market. I am saying, however, that there should be
a comprehensive evaluation system that does not
prevent students from receiving A’s just because
there are already too many excellent students at
Wellesley. Grade deflation often results in students
giving up majoring in social sciences, applying
to jobs they may wish to pursue and fearing their
GPA is not good enough compared to students
from other schools with grade inflation policies
like Harvard. It is high time Wellesley College
gave value to the grade a student earns.
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Davis hosts bewitching ‘Gala-ween’

ARTS IN THE NEWS
By KAT MALLARY ’17
Arts Editor
STREET ART
Taylor Swift’s new song, “Welcome to New
York,” has not just earned her millions, it’s gotten
her the title of New York City’s “global welcome
ambassador.” Swift grew up in Wyomissing, PA, is
as much a New Yorker, so it’s completely foreseeable
that her new position as the face of NYC has led
to responses like that of Kara Mullins and Osvaldo
Jimenez. The couple commissioned local graffiti
artist Chico (full name: Antonio Garcia) to paint a
“memorial” for Swift on the gate outside their store,
La Petite Mort, which sells vintage clothing. In a
jointly written Instagram post, they describe how
Swift has “killed off yet another piece of that broken
New York spirit.” They talk about how Swift’s
vision of NYC is that of a “modern 19 million dollar
condo owner who drinks lattes” while real NYC
artists are being priced out of the city. Chico, one
such New York artist, painted the mural at Le Petite
Mort before packing his bags and moving down to
Florida in search of cheaper living.

SOOJIN JEONG ’17, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

Upstage members perform dramatic readings, including Edgar Allen Poe’s chilling story “The Tell-Tale Heart.”
By RACHEL DODELL ’18
Contributing Writer
Promises of “ghoulishly good prizes,” “wicked WZLY
tunes” and a gallery talk with Professor Justin Armstrong
of the anthropology department brought a substantial
crowd to Davis After Dark at the Davis Museum this past
Thursday by Davis Museum Student Advistory Committee
(DMSAC). The event is hosted annually at the museum,
and this year it received an overhaul with a new name:
“Danger After Dark: Gala-ween.”
Even the spam featured cleverly alliterated activities,
including “sinister stories from Upstage” and “menacing
mocktails and haunting hors d’oeuvres.” While DMSAC
advertised an array of events, the party started similarly to
many Halloween gatherings; students awkwardly milled
around in their costumes while listening to Halloween
classics, including Michael Jackson’s “Thriller” and the
theme from “Ghostbusters.”
However, the night quickly picked up when the gallery
doors opened and guests were invited to peruse the
museum’s broad collection. Shortly thereafter, partygoers meandered upstairs to the museum’s fifth floor
gallery, where Upstage performed a unique take on Edgar
Allen Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart.” That night, four of
the troupe’s members alternated acting as the tale’s main
character. The troupe’s fifth member played the story’s
secondary character — an old man. Students were invited
to either observe the performance or to wander through the
museum’s latest installation, “Hanging with Old Masters.”
After the performance, guests roamed the museum; many
returned downstairs to the museum’s lobby to enjoy food

and drinks. The hors d’oeuvres included skewers, mini
pumpkin cheesecakes and chocolate-covered strawberries.
In addition, there were three Halloween-themed mocktails:
the Bloody Shirley, Hocus Pocus and Mad Scientist. After
enjoying the snacks, party-goers migrated to the galleries
to enjoy a gallery talk.
Professor Justin Armstrong of the anthropology
department was the selected guest speaker for Danger
After Dark. Though he is well known for his study of
ghost towns, Armstrong spoke about a variety of subjects,
from his aforementioned field of expertise to street art. He
described his travels in Newfoundland, where he produced
music for a boutique hotel by collecting sounds native
to the island. Additionally, Armstrong highlighted his
pursuits of art and anthropology by discussing his studies
of street art in New York. While his stories captivated the
audience, the gallery talk was cut short to include time for
the night’s costume contest.
The contest included three categories: Best Group
Costume, Best Artist Costume and Best Overall Costume.
Chitti Desai ’17 and Ningyi Xi ’17 won the Best Group
Costume dressed as Frida Kahlo. Elena Najjab ’18, dressed
as Luna Lovegood, won the Best Overall Costume.
“I feel great about winning the contest. DMSAC’s prize
choice of Fly Art t-shirts was super unique,” Najjab said
after DMSAC announced her win. Christie also received a
prize of a Fly Art t-shirt, while Desai and Xi won a giftcard
to Wasik’s Cheese Shop in the Ville.
Overall, the event was a success. Students enjoyed the
“ghastly twist” on the Davis Museum’s usual offerings,
with the added bonuses of a photo booth, food, holiday
music and decor fit for a Halloween gala.

CINEMA
Twice in the last few months, American supremacy
in the global film market has been threatened. This
September, a Chinese-language fantasy film called
“The Monkey King” reached the No. 21 spot in the
worldwide box office rankings, selling about $186.1
million in tickets. A few weeks later, a Chinese
comedy, “Breakup Buddies,” hit the No. 22 ranking,
with $143.1 million in sales. At the American
Film Market on Nov. 5, approximately 8,000 film
buyers, sellers and producers will come together
to collectively fret about changes in an industry
that is still largely dominated by American studios.
However, Rentrak’s box-office tracking service still
indicates that the top 20 performers at the world
box office (for the last five straight years) have been
American-made, almost without exception.
MUSIC
Rumors circulated this week that Beyoncé was set
to release a new album. While that’s not exactly the
case, Bey’s devoted listeners will still be getting a
new Beyoncé release … and More. “More,” a sixsong CD, will be released as part of the “Beyonce
Platinum Edition Box Set,” a two-CD, two-DVD
release deluxe version of her latest album “Beyoncé.”
“More” promises tracks including “7/11” and “Ring
Off,” as well as remixes from Nicki Minaj, Jay Z,
Kanye West, Pharrell Williams and Mr. Vegas. The
new package also contains a live DVD from her
latest tour. The planned release date of Beyoncé’s
new material is Nov. 24, although it wouldn’t be
beyond Beyoncé to surprise her listeners. The outof-nowhere release of her last album was such a
landmark in stealth marketing that it was examined
in a case study by the Harvard Business School.

Taylor Swift shakes it up with ‘1989’

By SHARVARI JOHARI ’17
Assistant Arts Editor

With “1989,” Taylor Swift casts off
whatever semblance of country influence
she has ever had. In this album named
after her birth year, Swift casts away her
Nashville roots for the glamour of New
York City. While this album is undoubtedly
a Swift album, it’s a long way from the girl
crooning about the teardrops on her guitar.
Don’t doubt it: Taylor Swift has grown up.
Taylor Swift became famous for her
album being a teenage diary set to music.
She was praised and loved for warbling
about her ex-boyfriends and heartbreak,
but then, after four albums of it, the media
turned on her. Suddenly, Swift wasn’t
the underdog who was unlucky in love
anymore. She was thin, pretty, rich, and
had an adoring fanbase. Swift was now a
jealous, clingy, immature and crazy exgirlfriend.
The problem was that Taylor Swift was
leaning on the image she built for herself at
16. Compared to Lorde who, at 17, showed
maturity beyond her age, Swift’s “Red”
made it seem like she was stuck in arrested
development, forever harkening back
to small-town football games and high
school boyfriends. However, in “1989,”
Swift ditches the banjo backtrack and finds
bubblegum pop.
Taylor Swift was never really a country
singer. Even her most country songs like
“Tim McGraw” could have been pop songs
with different references and a faster beat.
Swift is no longer interested in Nashville.
Swift’s new hometown is New York, as
made apparent by “Welcome to New York,”

which is quite catchy despite sounding like
it was written by the tourism board.
Regardless of its very pop feel, “1989”
is Swift’s most mature album. The new
seriously pop vibe of the album makes
“1989” sound like something Haim or
Lorde would put out with a little less edge.
Swift has never been a great innovator but
is a solid performer nonetheless. The vibe
of the album is less histrionic than that of
Lana Del Rey and a little less bubblegum
than that of Katy Perry. While “Red” and
“Speak Now” were progressively more
complex for Swift, they were still very
much within her wheelhouse of countrypop blend. Although going squarely to
pop doesn’t seem like much of a risk, it
represents a definite change.
Singles off the album like “Shake It
Off” and “Welcome to New York” are
inescapably catchy pop songs. “Blank
Space” is her darkest song yet, featuring
lyrics like “I’m a nightmare dressed like
daydream.” Her songs “Out Of the Woods”
and “I Wish You Would” which were
produced by fun.’s Jack Antonoff, have a
slightly more indie vibe to them and more
dimension than other Swift songs. While
most pop now leans on hip-hop influences,
Swift’s pop harkens back to the pop of the
1980s. There’s no guest verse by Pitbull;
but rather a pleasant dance break in the
middle.
Swift has never been a vocal powerhouse.
Though talented, Swift’s fame came
primarily from her content and her ability
to show emotion in her singing. She does
not have the pop talent of Robyn or the
smooth voice of Lorde. The production
of “1989” takes Swift’s ordinary, pleasant

voice and uses it as a strength. The album
doesn’t rely too heavily on auto-tune, and
the backing tracks help to make her voice
seem more powerful.
The lyrics have a sense of self-awareness
about them as well. No longer is Swift
blaming the evil other girl as before in
songs such as “Speak Now” and “You
Belong With Me.” There’s no more slutshaming like in “Better Than Revenge.”
There are plenty of love songs on “1989,”
and there are plenty of songs about exboyfriends. But they seem less direct
and biting. Swift is no longer interested
in exacting revenge on her exes, but she
instead focuses more on depicting the
condition of a relationship. She’s not
looking for the love of her life anymore,
but remains interested in love itself.
While Swift’s music has always
connected to women, Swift herself seems
more genuinely interested in developing
friendships with women in her real life.
Instead of musings on love and getting
over heartbreak, Swift mentions her
friendships with model Karlie Kloss and
Lena Dunham. While in the past Swift has
avoided being called a feminist because
“she loves guys,” Swift proudly declares it
now. She has started addressing the double
standard the media has for her.
Though “1989” is markedly better
than her previous ones, it’s important to
remember the carefully crafted image
around Swift and her album. After
a collection of break-ups and media
criticism, Swift’s star seemed to have
fallen. More importantly, she was a less
profitable commodity than before. Swift’s
entire image has changed leading up to

the release of this album. Swift started
living with a supermodel and suddenly
her entire style has changed. Gone are the
overly sparkly dresses with flowing blonde
tresses. Swift is now a formidable fashion
presence with her sleek bob, signature red
lip and solid, bold outfits. This clean-cut
minimalist style jives better with “1989”
than her previous looks. Suddenly, Swift is
on tumblr, reblogging and commenting just
like her fans.
It’s especially hard to distinguish Swift
from her handlers as Swift recently pulled
not just “1989”, but her entire discography,
from Spotify. While her official statement
is that the Spotify model is unfair to
musicians, Swift’s management has been
pushing the physical copies of her album
intensely. Swift puts secret messages in
the liner notes of her albums, which is
especially enticing when you can figure out
whom the song is about. Buying a CD also
means you can enter a sweepstakes with
a chance to meet Swift. The production
team behind her knows that her fanbase
of teenage girls idolize Swift and would
do anything to support her. This marketing
has actually worked as “1989” is the only
album of 2014 to go platinum. It’s hard to
reconcile Swift’s cat-obsessed, girl-nextdoor image with someone who is definitely
ready to manipulate her fans for profit.
Swift is no longer the girl writing about
“livin’ in a big ol’ city.” Swift has arrived.
She no longer depends on stories of exboyfriends and a twangy mandolin in the
background. However, her songs are still
about being young and about romance
because, even though Taylor Swift might
be more mature, she’s still Taylor Swift.
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Boston says ‘Yes Please’ to Amy Poehler

By BROTI GUPTA ’16
Features Editor

Amy Poehler — otherwise known as
Leslie Knope of “Parks and Recreation,”
Regina George’s mother in “Mean
Girls” and our favorite Hillary Clinton
impersonator on “Saturday Night Live,”
returned to her hometown of Boston last
Wednesday as part of the promotional
tour for her hugely anticipated book, “Yes
Please,” at the Back Bay Events Center. As
soon as the doors opened at John Hancock
Hall an hour before the show, hundreds
of people rushed inside in anticipation of
seeing the beloved entertainer live.
Poehler’s moderator for the event was
someone very close to her heart: her high
school English teacher, Kathy Dalton.
Dalton began the event with a sweet
introduction, remembering a feisty student
with an inquisitive nature and thanking
Poehler for her recognition and love for
teachers. Dalton welcomed her “former
star pupil and present friend.”
Dalton sat with Poehler, immediately
joking, “This better be good,” to which
Poehler replied, “This is payback for all
the times you made me do book reports in
your class. Now you have to read one and
tell me what you think.”
Their playful banter set the tone for the
rest of the conversation, in which the two
old friends discussed the details of “Yes
Please,” including stories on Poehler’s
childhood, her career and even the
challenges she faced writing the book.
Dalton asked Poehler to begin the talk
by reading the end of the preface of “Yes
Please.”
“So here we go, you and me. Because
what else are we going to do? Say no? Say
no to an opportunity that may be slightly
out of our comfort zone? Quiet our voice
because we are worried it is not perfect?”
Dalton asked. “I believe great people do
things before they are ready.”
This was the thesis of their conversation.
Poehler was not shy to share that writing
this book was a challenge.
“Writing is very blue-collar,” Poehler
said. “It is very manual and physical and
it’s not smooth. There is no golden book
that arrives at your door — you just have to
hack away every day and do it.”
Dalton brought up Poehler’s childhood
and early years growing up in Burlington,
Massachusetts. This small, sleepy town
challenged Poehler’s creativity.
“The luxury of having a suburban
childhood is you get to create your own

WHAT’S HAPPENING
Evening Concert: Paul
Dresher Double Duo
Friday, Nov. 7 at 8:00 p.m.
Jewett Art Center Auditorium
FAMILY SHOW: Paul
Dresher Double Duo
Saturday, Nov. 8 at 1:00 p.m.
Jewett Art Center Auditorium
How To Train Your Dragon 2
Saturday, Nov. 8 at 7:00 p.m.
MIT, Building 26, Room 100
De Florez Comedy ShowMicheal Somerville
Saturday, Nov. 8 at 7:00 p.m.
MIT, Building 10, Room 206
French Tasting: More
Than Brie and Baguette
Friday, Nov. 7 at 5:00 p.m.
MIT, Building 50, Room 140
Nick Offerman: Full Bush
Friday, Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
The Wilbur Theatre
ABCD’s Annual Gala with the
Roots and Danny Glover
Friday, Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
Boston Marriott Copley Places

BY BROTI GUPTA ’16, FEATURES EDITOR

Amy Poehler and her high school English teacher, Kathy Dalton, discuss Poehler’s personal life and new memoir ‘Yes Please.’
danger and mystery,” she said.
According to Poehler, the big sources
of drama were “lice, scoliosis and nuclear
war” during the 1980s. Thus, she got a head
start on creating stories and improvising
from these themes.
Dalton brought our attention to a more
personal part of the book, asking Poehler
how she dealt with low self-esteem in her
high school years in a section that Poehler
calls “Plain Girl versus the Demon.”
“You’re just this free kid, all elbows and
angles and possibilities and then suddenly
you hear this voice and it’s not yours – but
it’s coming from your own head and sounds
like a Stephen King character. It starts to
tell you you’re ugly and fat and stupid and
you don’t deserve love,” Poehler said.
She went on to talk about how high
school was, for her, a time in which looks
determined everything. She described it
as a time when everyone was telling each
other what they looked like. The audience
laughed in solidarity with that experience.
Dalton mentioned one of Poehler’s lines
about aging as one of her favorite parts of
the book.
“Fighting aging is like the war on drugs:
expensive, does more harm than good, has

been proven to never end,” Dalton quoted
from the book, asking her to explain this
section. Poehler talked about how youthobsessed our culture is and how, as a
whole, she finds that there isn’t enough
appreciation of the gifts that come with
aging.
One of these gifts, she says, is her
relationships.
“I find that my relationships at 40-plus
are really emulsified, juicy relationships
with people,” Poehler said. “Because you
have a sense of who you are and who you
want to be around.”
She went on to say that life, as you age,
“is crunchy and complicated and all the
more delicious.”
Poehler’s views on life and who she
wants to become as she ages have largely
been inspired by the work of Dr. Jane
Aronson, who named Poehler the arts
ambassador of WorldWide Orphans,
Aronson’s organization. Poehler described
how Aronson has inspired her.
“What I’m now drawn to in general are
the kind of people who are big wave-riders
— the kind of people who just kind of turn
and face the wave,” Poehler said.
Poehler and Dalton kept the audience

engaged and laughing as they talked about
Poehler’s life as an improviser in Chicago,
her friendship with Tina Fey and her life in
New York, leading her to NBC’s “Saturday
Night Live” and “Parks and Recreation”
and her newer web series, “Amy Poehler’s
Smart Girls.”
Finally, Dalton and Poehler discussed
Poehler’s success and her versatile career
in comedy. Poehler shared a bit of advice
with the audience that she also writes about
in “Yes Please.”
“Become a little more ambivalent about
your career. Your career and creativity are
different. Creativity is like a really warm
Hispanic woman who makes delicious
food and laughs at you and you get along
with her really nice son. You should be in
love with your creativity. Take care of your
creativity,” Poehler said. “But your career
is like a bad boyfriend. Your career doesn’t
call you back; it’s flirting with someone
else in front of you; it’s never going to ask
you to marry him and it’s never going to
leave its wife.”
“Yes Please” was released on Oct. 28
from Dey Street Books.

‘Dear White People’: a successful, satirical
documentary about racism in college
BY XUEYING CHEN ’16
Co-Editor in Chief
Young people from different racial
backgrounds mingled in circles of
discussion in the lobby of Boston AMC
Loews after viewing “Dear White
People” the night the film debuted
in Boston. “Dear White People” is
independent
writer-director
Justin
Simien’s big-screen breakout film. It
satirically presents the many racial
tensions that arise at an Ivy League
institution.
Simien’s
headstrong
heroine
Samantha “Sam” White, played by
Tessa Thompson, wins the presidency at
Armstrong Parker House to take back the
historically black house and produces a
biting satire radio show, delivering blunt
lines such as, “Dear white people: stop
dancing” or “Dating a black person to
piss off your parents is a form of racism.”
She airs her grievances against racism
loudly, but silently struggles to reconcile
her anger with her love for Taylor Swift,
admiration for Quentin Tarantino and her
relationship with her white father.
Aspiring student journalist and loner
Lionel Higgins, played by Tyler James
Williams, walks outside of social circles
as a young gay black man. The “bougie”
black character Colandrea “Coco”
Conners tries to prove that nothing is

“hood” about herself, despite her south
side, Chicago origins, for the sake of
television fame. Former house president
Troy Fairbanks attempts to succeed in
the white world and please his father, the
dean of students, by dating the president’s
daughter. However, he sneaks off to the
bathroom to smoke weed.
Each of Simien’s black characters faces
the question of where he or she stands as
a black person in a white America. But
they all agree on one thing in the end:
hosting “ghetto” black person-themed
frat parties on campus is not okay.
“Dear White People” expands the
conversation about race beyond a list of
grievances addressed to a single racial
group, despite what the title suggests.
Simien shows how people of color can
be racist against their own people or
blind to the racism that exists today out
of complacency. Dean Fairbanks (Dennis
Haysbert), who graduated summa cum
laude, accepts his position beneath the
bigoted President Hutchinson (Peter
Syvertsen), who barely passed his
classes. Instead of encouraging White,
Fairbanks accuses her of crying wolf
over microaggressions that aren’t
blatantly oppressive because they aren’t
lynchings. She proves that America is
still not beyond racism by sending out
the frat party invitations.
Simien attempts to color the racial

conflict beyond the black and white
power struggle. The Asian and Latino
student associations join the black
student union in crashing the party. The
multi-racial inclusion is nice, but the
commentary stops there. “Dear White
People” conforms to the mainstream
focus on racism as mostly a black versus
white issue.
The film doesn’t provide any concrete
solutions to racism either, but the
responsibility doesn’t belong solely to
the generation of college-aged activists.
The power to change things ultimately
belongs to the older, white and
oppressive generation represented by
President Hutchinson. He sensationally
publicizes the frat party to make profits
for the college, highlighting the financial
administrative priorities of elite colleges
throughout the United States.
In the aftermath of the party, White
concludes her radio show with, “Dear
white people….nevermind.” Simien’s
feature film accomplishes the task of
showing how racism exists in America
instead of telling about it. While
“Dear White People” is a fictional and
exaggerated film, the pictures of ghettothemed parties hosted at Dartmouth
College and Arizona State University
rolling in the credits sharply remind the
audience that the racism today is neither
fictional nor an exaggeration.
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
SAHAR IBRAHIM ’16
S.I.: Everyone gets everyone going. I think to be part
of the crew team, you have to be a morning person,
so everyone is pretty energized and everyone is pretty
motivated in terms of setting goals and achieving them
for themselves, and also setting goals and achieving
them for the team and their boats. Rowing, unlike
many other sports, has a different dynamic because
we’re separated into smaller teams within a team, but
we’re still pushing each other. So the idea isn’t that,
when we’re doing side by side pieces, one boat wins.
It’s that you go as fast as you can to pull everyone else
with you because everyone else is going to be chasing
those boats, so everyone else is going to be getting
faster together.

By ANNA CAHILL ’18
Sports & Wellness Editor
Sahar Ibrahim ’16, from Calgary, Alberta, rows in
the second seat of Wellesley’s first varsity 8 boat. She
began her crew career in the novice boat as a first year
at Wellesley and recently picked up All-Regatta honors
for her performance in crew’s latest Seven Sisters
Championship.
Wellesley Crew recently finished its fall season
earning a sixth consecutive Seven Sisters Championship
title on Oct. 26 and secured a program-best third place
at the Head of the Charles Regatta the previous week.
With a strong fall showing under their belt, Ibrahim
and the Blue crew team are excited for a productive
winter training period before their spring season
and the NCAA Championships. The Wellesley News
recently sat down with Ibrahim to discuss her sport,
goals for the winter and spring seasons, and her life as
a Wellesley athlete.
Anna Cahill (A.C.): What’s the best and worst part
about being a Wellesley athlete?
Sahar Ibrahim (S.I.): I guess it’s the best and worst.
Tt’s having such a busy schedule and having to balance
everything. So in that sense it’s a curse, but it’s also a
blessing because it helps me be more on top of my stuff
and have more structure to my days.
A.C.: What’s unique about crew?
S.I: Well, it is that whole early-morning aspect,
and not just because we wake up early, but because
every morning, we go off campus, driving 15-20
minutes away, and we go on the water in this pristine
environment. We watch the sunrise every morning, and
every morning we get to be part of this greater culture
of rowing, instead of being isolated from it and then
in tournaments going towards it. We’re always part of
it and living it, which is really cool. And I’ve always
loved water sports, so for me, even though there’s so
much going on in your body in terms of the muscles that
you’re using, there’s still something really meditative
about it and very calming. Even though you’re driving
really hard with your legs, for instance, your shoulders
are still really relaxed and your hands are relaxed on
the oar.
A.C.: What are workouts like and how do they
change from when you’re in-season to when you’re
off-season?
S.I.: In terms of the actual workout itself, it doesn’t
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really change that much from in-season to off-season.
Now, we’re preparing for spring season, so it’s shorter
pieces, but still developing a good cardio base. The
biggest difference is that you don’t have your coaches
around, which is in every division III sport. It’s not
individual though, because we still have our entire
team, so it’s figuring out strategies on how we can get
everyone to motivate each other, push each other and
look toward the spring season with goals in mind. [We
think,] “Where do we as a whole team want to be?” and
not just “I want to get fast for myself so I can get a seat
in the top boat.” It’s “We’re all going to get fast so we
can all beat everyone else.”

Saturday Nov. 8
Field Hockey vs. Babson
(NEWMAC Tournament Semifinals)
11 a.m.
Cross Country @ ECAC Championship @ Stanley
Park, Westfield, MA
12 p.m.
Swimming & Diving @ Clark
1 p.m.
Squash vs. Northeastern @ Dana Hall School
4 p.m.
Rugby @ Roger Williams
(NSCRO Tournament Quarterfinals)
TBA
Volleyball @ MIT
(NEWMAC Tournament Semifinals)
TBA
Sunday Nov. 9
Field Hockey vs. TBA
(TBD NEWMAC Tournament Finals)
1 p.m.
Fencing @ Vassar Invitational
Volleyball vs. TBA
(TBD NEWMAC Tournament Finals)
1 p.m.

A.C.: Who’s your biggest competition going into the
NCAA Championships?
S.I.: Definitely Trinity and Bates. We lost to Trinity
and Bates in the Head of the Charles.

A.C.: As a student-athlete at Wellesley, how do you
balance your commitment to the team and to your
schoolwork?
S.I.: Basically, whenever I have any free time, it’s time
to do schoolwork and get it done. Also, I understand
that when I commit myself to doing a certain amount of
hours for a workout, that is all I will spend doing crew
stuff. So if I have a 45 minute workout, I will go do a
45 minute workout, and I am not going to waste mental
time outside thinking, “Oh my gosh, I could have done
this better.” I just do the best I can for the time I’ve
allotted to it, and then move on.

A.C.: Who is your favorite athlete?
S.I.: My favorite athlete is named Adam van
Koeverden. He’s a Canadian sprint kayaker, and he
really inspires me because he pushes so hard in all of
his training. He goes in with the mentality that I might
be doing what I think is the best I can, but somewhere
out there someone else is pushing harder, so I need
to push harder. When you look at his Olympic races,
he’s very much a “go out in front and stay out in front”
competitor. He also appreciates the sport; he’s not just in
it to destroy the competition, he very much appreciates
the sport and what it can do for an individual.

A.C.: How do you stay motivated as an athlete?
When you’re in season, is there a certain teammate or
coach that gets you going for morning practice?

After a busy and successful fall season, the Blue will
take break this winter from competition until heading
to Maryland in late March.

UPCOMING MATCHES
Friday Nov. 7
Squash vs. Boston College @ Dana Hall School
7 p.m.

A.C.: What are your personal and team goals for the
spring season? Have they changed or altered after the
fall season?
S.I.: I don’t think they’ve changed. Our goals for any
season are to go out and do the best that we can do as
a team. One of our biggest goals going into this winter
season towards spring season is making sure that every
individual on the team does it together and no one is
left behind. So instead of having a huge range of ability
on the team, we have everyone really close together
and in the higher bracket. But, of course, we want to
win too, because we’re competitors. We finished third
in the country last year for our 1V and fourth overall,
so also going for smaller numbers and top 1 or 2 [at
NCAA Championships].

VEGAN DIGEST
By KAT MALLARY ’17
Arts Editor
Scott Jurek, the famous ultramarathoner, holds the
American record of 165 miles run in 24 hours. I’m not
saying that’s because of his vegan diet, but as he attests
in his hit book, “Eat and Run: My Unlikely Journey to
Ultramarathon Greatness,” it certainly helped. Brendan
Brazier, a pro Ironman triathlete, adopted a vegan diet
to gain an athletic edge over his competitors. Robert
Cheeke, a notable bodybuilder, uses his vegan diet to
help gain strength and build muscle.
Vegan diets used to be seen as an obstacle that
could be overcome in order to remain a strong athlete.
Now, they’re becoming recognized as an asset. Vegan
athletes say they have more energy during workouts
and recover faster afterwards. A healthy vegan diet,
which is predicated on lean protein, vegetables, fruits
and whole grains, is exactly what’s recommended to
athletes already. The only change for an athlete making
the jump to veganism is cutting out meat, eggs and
dairy: all of which, by the way, contain “bad” LDL
cholesterol, which is nonexistent in vegan diets.
“But...” the chorus of gym-goers begins. “Where
do they get their protein?” It’s absolutely true that
athletes, particularly those in rigorous training, have
higher protein needs than the general population.
Fortunately, provided you’re eating enough, it’s easy
to get enough protein daily, even as a vegan athlete.
Even this summer, when I was running between three
and ten miles a day, six days a week, and tracking my
macronutrients, I found that I was consistently getting
enough protein and calories.
The American Centers for Disease Control, the
government agency responsible for making American
dietary recommendations, says that women ages 14
and up should consume at least 46 grams of protein
daily. The University of Maryland Medical System’s
online protein-need calculator, which factors in height,
daily activity and frame size as well as gender and age,
recommends a higher amount: 89 grams of protein
for a 19 year-old female with a medium frame who is
“very active.”
Although I’m sure that just talking about protein is
making some athletes reach nervously for their whey
protein powder (whey, a byproduct of milk, is not
vegan), they can relax knowing that there are abundant
vegan alternatives to popular post-workout snacks like

protein shakes or chocolate milk.
In fact, speaking of chocolate milk, for example, Silk
brand Chocolate Soymilk — available in all Wellesley
dining halls — has 70 fewer calories per cup than
regular chocolate milk and 55 fewer calories from
fat, but contains 160 mg more Omega-3s (typically
found in fish and great for brain health), 50 percent
more calcium than dairy milk, more vitamin D than
dairy milk, and 50 percent of your daily vitamin B12.
Although vegan diets, particularly for athletes, are
known for being low in B12 because it’s a vitaminonly synthesized in animals, many plant-based milks
(like soymilk, almond milk, and rice milk), as well as
many cereals, are now fortified with vitamins B12 and
D. Dairy milk, for the record, contains no B12. After
starting to eat a vegan diet, you realize that there are
comparisons like this everywhere. With the huge range
of plant-based options out there, there’s no need to rely
on inferior meat and dairy products for nutrition.
But, if you’re really set on supplementing your
normal meals with additional protein from snack
bars or powders, there are plenty of vegan options
out there. The Emporium stocks Luna protein bars
and Clif Builder’s Bars, both of which are usually
vegan. Additionally, companies like TrueNutrition and
SunWarrior, which are sold online, offer huge varieties
of delicious vegan protein powders in tons of different
flavors.
But, even as a vegan athlete, it’s also as easy to get
all the food you need at the dining hall without dipping
into your student budget. Excellent pre-workout
snacks full of carbohydrates to get you through a run
or strength training session include bananas, cereal,
or, for a savory option, rice mixed with vegetables
and sriracha! After your workout, there are plenty of
nutritious (and yes, protein-rich) snacks to help your
muscles rebuild including apples with peanut butter,
veggies with hummus, or salad with tofu, beans or
chickpeas. Bates and Tower even have sunflower seeds
and flax seeds that you can mix into cereal or oatmeal
for an added protein and vitamin boost!
Whether you’re just starting to get into healthy eating
or you’re an experienced athlete looking to gain an edge
in training, vegan diets are a great option to consider.
As an ethical, easy and nutritious (and delicious)
lifestyle, veganism can work well for athletes and nonathletes alike.
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By LAURA BRINDLEY ’16
Staff Writer

SQUASH
Wellesley 1, Virginia 8; Wellesley 7, Mount Holyoke 2;
Wellesley 9, Smith 0
Blue squash opened its season 2-1 on Saturday at
Harvard University’s Murr Center. The Blue fell to the
Virginia Cavaliers 1-8 in their first match of the afternoon.
Phyllis Lin ’18 was the only Wellesley player to post a win
against the Cavaliers. The Blue won its next match against
the Mount Holyoke Lyons 7-2. Lin, Sarah Zhang ’18 and
Rhea Advani ’17 each recorded four game victories at
the No. 1, 2 and 3 positions respectively, while Navisha
Gupta ’17 and Ruby Feng ’17 sealed the deal for the Blue.
Wellesley finished the day sweeping the Smith Pioneers
9-0, tallying victories at all but the No. 1 position. Blue
squash will next play Friday night against the Boston
College Eagles at Dana Hall School.

CROSS COUNTRY
Wellesley 2nd/11 in NEWMAC Championships
The Blue finished 2nd behind the MIT Engineers for the
sixth consecutive year in the NEWMAC Championship
5k meet, which Smith hosted on Saturday. The Engineers
took their eighth straight victory, claiming the first five
individual sports and earning a perfect team score of 15.
Wellesley finished close behind, with all five scoring
runners in the top 25. First for the Blue was Priyanka
Fouda ’16, who placed 7th with a season-best time
of 18:52, followed by a strong 19:00 performance by
Taylor Bickford ’15, good for tenth place. Rounding out
the Blue’s top five were Mary Keenan ’17 in 16th place,
Nicole Chui ’15 in 20th place and Alice Zhou ’17 in 24th
place. Wellesley, who tallied a team score of 77 points,
secured a commanding lead over third place Wheaton,
who trailed behind with a team score of 120. With their
top-14 finishes, Fouda and Bickford represented the Blue
on the NEWMAC All-Conference team. In their last meet
before the NCAA Regionals, the Blue will compete in the
ECAC Championship meet this Saturday.
FENCING
Blue fencing started its season on Saturday at “The Big
One” invitational hosted by Smith. The Blue finished
strong in all three categories. Pamela Wang ’15 led the
Blue in women’s foil, finishing sixth overall, and falling
only to the overall winner, Nagusa Ogata, from Boston
University. Taylor Hood ’18 and Camille Samulski ’16
also had strong showings in foil, finishing in 15th and 26th
places out of 72 competitors. In women’s epée, Charlotte
Treadwell ’16 and Kathryn Ledbetter ’15 finished in 15th
and 16th place, respectively. In women’s sabre, Madeleine
Barowsky ’18 set the pace for the Blue, finishing 16th
overall. Blue fencing will compete again on Nov. 9 at the
2014 Vassar Invitational.
VOLLEYBALL
Wellesley 3, Springfield 2
Blue volleyball defeated the Springfield Pride during
Senior Day on Saturday at Keohane Sports Center. The
Blue finish their regular season at 16-10 overall and 6-4
in NEWMAC play. Saturday’s win against Springfield
did not come easily. Springfield won the first set 25-23,
but the Blue won the second, third and fifth sets to secure
their victory. Sydney Carfagno ’15 lead the Blue in points,
tallying 22 kills and 14 digs, followed by Brooke Fieldman
’17, who added 21 kills of her own to go along with 11
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Blue volleyball defeated Springfield this Saturday to finish
their season 16-10 overall and 6-4 in NEWMAC play.
digs and 2 aces. Other key players in the Blue’s victory
were Taylor Jais ’17, who led the team with 17 digs, and
Maddie Koh ’17 with a whopping 56 assists. Wellesley
volleyball traveled to Wheaton College for the first round
of the NEWMAC Championship Tournament on Tuesday,
upsetting the Lyons 3-1. Wellesley will move on to the
semifinals this Saturday hosted by MIT at 1 p.m.
SOCCER
Wellesley 1, Springfield 1
After a similar 1-1 tie at Coast Guard last Tuesday, Blue
soccer finished its final game of the season on Saturday in
a 1-1 draw against the Springfield Pride at the Wellesley
Outdoor Fields Complex. This time, a goal scored by
Sumner Hanula ’17 lent the Blue the lead in the 25th
minute of play. Springfield quickly scored an equalizer,
tying the game in the 35th minute. Springfield held a 12-7
advantage in shots during the match, but neither team was
able to break through the other’s defense to win the game.
Blue soccer ends its season 8-7-5 overall and 2-5-3 in
NEWMAC play.

SWIMMING AND DIVING
Blue swimming and diving opened its season at the
New England Invitational hosted by WPI on Saturday.
Dorothy Ren ’16 was the only Blue swimmer to clinch
a first place spot, taking the 50-fly in 26.68. Solid Blue
relay performances were the 200-medley relay, consisting
of Ren, Charlotte Harris ’16, Keelin Nave ’15 and Leah
Harris ’17, who finished third with a time of 1:52.51, and
the 400-medley relay, consisting of Ren, Harris, Nave and
Sharon Wu ’17, who finished third with a time of 4:11.00.
The Blue also came up big in the 1000-free and 500-free
with Leah Furman ’17 finishing second in both events. Wu,
Ren and Nave also took second place finishes in individual
events, with Wu finishing the 50-back in 28.73, Ren
finishing at 1:01.12 in the 100-back and Nave finishing
at 1:01.65 in the 100-fly. Blue swimming and diving will
compete again on Saturday at 1 p.m. against Clark.
FIELD HOCKEY
Wellesley 4, UMass Dartmouth 0
Blue field hockey closed out its regular season on
Wednesday defeating the UMass Dartmouth Corsairs
4-0 at the Wellesley Outdoor Fields Complex. Wellesley
field hockey took an early lead with a goal scored by
Lallie Lukens ’15 at 5:45 and continued to build its lead
with two goals, one scored by Nathalie Gruet ’15 and
another by Courtney Peterson ’17. Goalie Lucy Hurlock
’17 recorded four saves in the first half, which kept the
Corsairs scoreless. The Blue finish their season unbeaten
at home, and 16-2 overall as they enter the postseason
ranked 10th in the country. Wellesley field hockey will
host its first postseason game on Saturday in the semifinals
of the NEWMAC tournament.

New club sports take shape at Wellesley

By ALICE LIANG ’16
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Proactive as always, several Wellesley
students are starting new sports clubs and
finding innovative ways to practice their
sport, whether it’s curling, volleyball or
gymnastics.
Having taken up curling after the 2014
Sochi Olympics, Alison Draikiwicz ’18
surveyed the student body for interest for
a curling club in September. The club she
and around ten other Wellesley students
formed now practices at the Broomstones
Curling Club in Wayland, Massachusetts,
which other Boston area colleges also use.
“With a club that close, I felt that there
was no reason Wellesley shouldn't have
its own club. Opportunity came knocking
and the circumstances could not have been
more perfect,” Draikiwicz said.
Though most of the members did not
have experience prior to joining, so far
the club has already had three curling
sessions. They plan to compete in curling
tournaments, or bonspiels, next semester.
“We plan on going to the Olympics in
2022 — you never know!” she joked.
As for funding including for equipment
and access to the rink, the club is currently
raising money online and plan to do
other fundraising events throughout this
academic year. The club hopes to apply for
constitution next semester.
“It can be a tad overwhelming, but it
is fascinating to feel like you're building
something from the ground up. I sincerely
hope that the club will continue to exist far
into the future,” Draikiwicz said. “I think
that we have a solid base and a wonderful
membership that cares for the continued
success of our program.”
Another first year, Diana Lobontiu,
started a sports club for leisurely
volleyball play. A self-proclaimed “allaround volleyball fanatic,” Lobontiu has
been playing volleyball since sixth grade,
including playing on her high school
varsity team, as well as in club volleyball.
“It's one of the most graceful and

technically demanding sports that still
allows you to hit things,” Lobontiu said of
volleyball.
She’s a fan of Blue varsity volleyball but
doesn’t have the time to commit to being
on a varsity team. So, last month she began
an initiative for an open gym in the KSC
for students interested in volleyball to
come to play for two hours a week.
According to Lobontiu, approximately
20 people have showed interest in the open
gym. It has yet to begin, but she plans for
the group to form three teams to train on
skills together and play against each other.
She ultimately hopes to create a space
where students can improve in volleyball
without the stress of competition.
“The open gym will definitely not be
as competitive as the varsity team, as we
welcome players of all levels; there will be
no official coaches or games, ergo no stress
about winning or losing,” Lobontiu said.
Unlike Lobontiu, Sophia Vale ’17 has
only recently begun in her sport of choice,
gymnastics, at the end of her high school
career. But similarly, Vale is also trying to
start a club at Wellesley to bring students
who share a passion for the sport together.
She began by enrolling in beginner-level
classes before coming to Wellesley, where
she quickly advanced in skill, especially
compared to younger students. However,
she was unable to continue at Wellesley
without a gymnastics club, but she decided
last month that she would begin her own.
Vale said 24 other students have expressed
interest for the team. But like Draikiwicz,
Vale has experienced the difficulties
associated with starting a sports club.
“Even at the beginner level, you really
need to have spotters to help run people
through different tricks and moves,” Vale
said. Instead, the club’s practices will focus
on tumbling, beginning with stretches.
Practices would then be split by skill level.
Vale plans for each group to have a student
leader who would rotate in order for the
team to develop different skills.
“Hopefully with KSC renovations there
will be more open gym space, but really
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From left to right: Regular members of Wellesley’s newly formed curling club Alice
Palmer ’17, Colleen Larkin ’18, Cayla Vila ’15, Vickey Ngo ’17, Emy Urban ’18, Alison
Draikiwicz ’18 and Audrey Stevens ’17 practice at the Broomstones Curling Club.
with gymnastics you need mats, tumble
track, vaults, bars and trampolines, most of
this equipment Wellesley does not have,”
Vale said. She is currently speaking with
those in charge of gymnastics facilities
at MIT to see if the team would be able
to use their space. The lack of space and
equipment, according to Vale, is also why
there is no P.E. class at Wellesley.
“There seems to be interest in the club, it's
really more a matter of feasibility. I hope
that someone continues this through in
the hopes that the administration will take
notice of how many Wellesley students at
all levels have an interest in gymnastics,
but are limited in resources and time to go
off campus for practice,” Vale said.
Vale also considered practicing tumbling
by joining the Babson-Olin-Wellesley
(BOWs) Cheerleading Team but noted that
that team had its own troubles starting up.
Enna Hattori ’15, now a cheerleader on
the MIT squad, was previously involved
in the BOWs team. When she came to
Wellesley, she tried out for the BOWs team
and also recruited three other Wellesley
students to join. The combined team
practiced at Babson with a coach and
cheered at Babson’s basketball games.

However, this year, Hattori found herself
in a co-captain role of the team with another
Wellesley student, Alexandra Spiliakos ’15
on the BOWs cheerleading team. Many of
the other members, particularly Babson
students, are studying abroad this year.
“It just became too difficult to liaise
between Babson and the cheer team
without a Babson member on the team,”
Hattori said, commenting on why she and
Spiliakos decided to permanently join the
MIT team instead. “We hope that once the
Babson cheerleaders come back from study
abroad, they will restart the cheer team!”
Meanwhile, at MIT, Hattori and the team
practice with four coaches for seven hours
a week and cheer at football and basketball
games. In comparison to the BOWs team,
the MIT squad has much more stringent
practices in order to train for Nationals
in April. To balance her schedule with
practice, Hattori is taking two classes at
MIT and is considering studying at MIT
full-time this spring.
Hattori, Draikiwicz, Lobontiu and Vale
are committed to their sports, and these
clubs allow them to make time in their
lives and space at Wellesley for them.

